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Sale
of Season
End
CLOSING OUT LIST

$2.00 for $1.00

For the balance of the season for every dollar you send select an extra dollar's worth free. This is from the retail list but does not include collections or the following varieties which are introductions this year and a few others that I list for other growers. Aladdin, Amulet, Beautiful Ohio, Bit O'Heaven, Carillon, Damaris, Golden Goddess, Harvest Moon, Benson, Irak, King Lear, Leah Ann, Lila, Lutex, Major Bowes, Rusty, Timbuctoo, Token, Rima, Zuni.

SOLD OUT

Ella May, Escort, Honor, Sword of Mahomet.

Please do not order less than $1.00 worth as we lose money on such orders.

Collections We don't ordinarily give much extra on collections as they are big value as is. But the rest of the season I shall put in some good extras on collections too.

Substitutions As we sometimes get sold out of certain kinds late in the season and there is not time to correspond about it you had better suggest a few for substitutions if it is necessary to substitute.

$5.00 for $2.00 Special collection of the newer varieties. At least 30 bulbs of my selection valued at at least $5.00 for $2.00. All labeled. A wonderful collection to show you what the modern glads are like.

HAVE A GLAD GARDEN THIS YEAR

Unlabelled Collections

No. 1, 100 large bulbs for $3.00; No. 1A, 100 medium size for $2.00. Are wonderful value. You cannot get as fine an assortment anywhere at the price. 45 different kinds, all good ones. Most of the growers putting out unlabelled collections at lower prices, or even at the same prices, never even heard of many of the fine varieties in my collection. You can't have a more satisfactory garden for the money.

Even the No. 1 collection of 100 small bulbs will give you many beautiful blooms. 100 for $1.

Thrips I haven't seen a thrip in my bulb house this season. Start with clean bulbs and you should have no trouble from this source.

Wholesale Items 25% Off

I still have a good stock of many kinds. As long as they last you can deduct 25% from the amount of your order for the balance of the season. This makes them a real bargain. Some kinds are getting low so better mention if we may substitute or not.

Sold Out At Wholesale

Ave Maria No. 1, Betty Nuthall No. 1, Blue Admiral, Commander Koehl, Dr. Moody, Early Dawn No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, Gate of Heaven, Marmora, Star of Bethlehem No. 1, Wurtembergia.

Token has bloomed in my greenhouse and is better than I claimed. Runs to nearly 5 inches across, is very fine color, heavily ruffled, a very fine commercial. Have had fine reports from Florida and other greenhouse growers too. Looks like a comer.

Debonair Just got a letter from a very successful Florida grower who grows Picardy and all the other good ones. He says, "Debonair is the easiest, straightest, healthiest glad grown. It will stand more heat and drouth than any other glad, is less susceptible to thrips than any other glad and will cut a larger per cent of straight beautiful spikes than any other. It stays healthy and green to the tips in spite of very dry weather. Debonair is outstanding and will grow in popularity as time passes and it becomes better known."

Have a Few Thousand

Minuet, King Arthur, Maid of Orleans No. 1. These are all top-notch varieties and at the 25% reduction from list price they are bargains. Also have several thousand Maid of Orleans No. 4 at $10.00 per thousand. These will give you fine bloom and No. 1 bulbs for another year and are also a bargain at the price. Order today.

If you want to pay the postage on retail orders mention it in your letter and we will give you some nice extras to more than offset it.

Maple Syrup in gallons $2.50 now. Other sizes same prices as formerly.